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Blackmagic RAW is arevolutionary format designed to capture the quality of sensor data from cameras. Video Assist supports Blackmagic RAW recording from Leica, Panasonic, Fujifilm, Nikon, Canon and Sigma cameras. Popular camera formats such as H.264 are highly compressed resulting in noise and processing artifacts. Blackmagic RAW eliminates these problems so you get incredible detail
and color throughout the production pipeline from camera to edit, color and mastering. Italso saves camera settings in metadata so you can set ISO, white balance and exposure, then override them later while editing. Only Blackmagic RAW gives you the highest quality, smallest files and fastestperformance! Blackmagic RAW is arevolutionary format designed to capture the quality of sensor data
from cameras. Video Assist supports Blackmagic RAW recording from Leica, Panasonic, Fujifilm, Nikon, Canon and Sigma cameras. Popular camera formats such as H.264 are highly compressed resulting in noise and processing artifacts. Blackmagic RAW eliminates these problems so you get incredible detail and color throughout the production pipeline from camera to edit, color and mastering.

Italso saves camera settings in metadata so you can set ISO, white balance and exposure, then override them later while editing. Only Blackmagic RAW gives you the highest quality, smallest files and fastestperformance! So what about the release of newer versions of the Panasonic Telephone System? Well it seems that the bulk of the people that had the phones from version 1 installed as
opposed to those that had VE1 installed will be getting the VoiceEdit Premium Edition 1.1 which has 10 bug fixes and there is also now the optional operating system which allows you to boot other OSes on the system such as windows 8, 7 or mac.
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